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Albania

Deloitte Legal Sh.p.k. Zhuljeta Mena

Erlind Kodhelaj

The Bankruptcy Law provides for two different types of reor-
ganisation: (i) a reorganisation procedure; and (ii) a fast-track 
reorganisation procedure.  

2 Key Issues to Consider When the 
Company is in Financial Difficulties

2.1 What duties and potential liabilities should the 
directors/managers have regard to when managing a 
company in financial difficulties? Is there a specific 
point at which a company must enter a restructuring or 
insolvency process?

In case the debtor is a legal entity, any member of the decision-
making	body/ies	is	obliged	to	file	for	bankruptcy	within	60	days	
from	the	day	he/she	becomes	aware,	or	should	have	been	aware,	
of the state of insolvency. 

By the definition provided in the Bankruptcy Law, the state of 
insolvency will be considered to be any state where the debtor is 
unable	to	pay	its	obligations	in	due	time	and/or	a	financial	situa-
tion when the total value of the obligations of the debtor exceeds 
the total value of its assets. 

If the above-mentioned members fail to file the request for 
bankruptcy in due time, the latter shall be personally liable for 
the compensation of damages caused to creditors, and subject 
to a sanction that may be imposed by the Bankruptcy Court 
for	the	prohibition	of	the	directors/managers	or	the	debtor	to	
exercise any management duty for a period of one to five years, 
depending on the scale of the breach. 

In addition, as per article 65 of the Bankruptcy Law, all direc-
tors/managers	and	other	members	of	administrative	bodies	of	
the debtor have the obligation to collaborate with the bank-
ruptcy administrator or the supervisory administrator appointed 
by the Bankruptcy Court.

2.2 Which other stakeholders may influence the 
company’s situation? Are there any restrictions on the 
action that they can take against the company? For 
example, are there any special rules or regimes which 
apply to particular types of unsecured creditor (such 
as landlords, employees or creditors with retention 
of title arrangements) applicable to the laws of your 
jurisdiction? Are moratoria and stays on enforcement 
available?

The debtor and creditors are the most important stakeholders in 
the financial crisis of a company.  In particular, the debtor itself 
or the creditors may file for bankruptcy. 

1 Overview

1.1 Where would you place your jurisdiction on the 
spectrum of debtor to creditor-friendly jurisdictions?

Law	 no.	 110/2016	 “On bankruptcy” (the “Bankruptcy Law”) 
states that the main goal of a bankruptcy proceeding is the 
collective discharging of debtor’s obligations through reorgan-
isation of activity or liquidation of all debtor’s assets and distri-
bution of income.

The bankruptcy legislation has been amended several times 
and the new law aiming to better regulate insolvency situa-
tions was approved in 2016.  The main purposes of the new law 
are, inter alia, the improvement of the regulatory framework for 
an effective bankruptcy procedure, the protection of business 
activity during bankruptcy proceedings, more restrictive meas-
ures for bad faith debtors, and clearer competences for bank-
ruptcy administrators.  

The Bankruptcy Law contains creditor-friendly tools, such as 
a debtor’s civil liability for late bankruptcy filing, initiation of 
bankruptcy proceedings upon request of the creditor, the right 
of creditors to vote on a material decision during bankruptcy 
proceedings, for example, reorganisation plan, etc.

The Bankruptcy Law is relatively new and the experience 
within the competent courts so far is therefore not substan-
tial.  Based on these considerations, it is too early to declare that 
the law and its implementation by the courts has established, in 
practice, a creditor-friendly environment.

1.2 Does the legislative framework in your jurisdiction 
allow for informal work-outs, as well as formal 
restructuring and insolvency proceedings, and to what 
extent are each of these used in practice?

The Bankruptcy Law has no specific provisions for informal 
work-outs	 and/or	 restructuring	 possibilities	 outside	 a	 formal	
court procedure.

The courts responsible for resolving bankruptcy cases are the 
commercial sections of the district courts in the Republic of 
Albania (“Bankruptcy Court”).

The Bankruptcy Law provides that, after the initiation of the 
bankruptcy proceeding, the Bankruptcy Court shall appoint a 
bankruptcy administrator who shall have all the administra-
tion	competences	of	the	administration	body/ies	of	the	debtor.		
Alternatively, the Bankruptcy Court may opt for the appoint-
ment of a supervisory administrator who shall be responsible for 
the supervision of the administration body of the debtor.

© Published and reproduced with kind permission by Global Legal Group Ltd, London
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of court but rather should be followed and approved by the 
Bankruptcy Court.

For further details, please refer to questions 1.2 and 3.3. 

3.2 What formal rescue procedures are available 
in your jurisdiction to restructure the liabilities of 
distressed companies? Are debt-for-equity swaps 
and pre-packaged sales possible? To what extent can 
creditors and/or shareholders block such procedures 
or threaten action (including enforcement of security) 
to seek an advantage? Do your procedures allow you 
to cram-down dissenting stakeholders? Can you cram-
down dissenting classes of stakeholder?

The Bankruptcy Law is silent in relation to these types of 
transactions.

Any debt-for-equity swap or pre-packed sale may be performed 
pursuant to the provision of the Albanian Civil Code and Law 
9901, dated 14 April 2008, “On Entrepreneurs and Commercial 
Companies”, as long as these actions may contribute to the 
avoiding of insolvency and the triggering of the obligation to 
file a bankruptcy request.

Creditors may object to such procedures if they prove those 
procedures are intended to avoid the fulfilment of the obliga-
tions of the debtor toward them, or in cases when the creditors 
require the initiation of the bankruptcy proceeding. 

Once bankruptcy has been initiated, any such transaction may 
be part of the reorganisation plan, which should be approved by 
the creditors’ committee and the Bankruptcy Court, in which 
case objections of dissenting classes of stakeholders may be 
crammed down.

3.3 What are the criteria for entry into each 
restructuring procedure?

The initiation of a bankruptcy proceeding requires the filing 
of a request which must be approved by the Bankruptcy Court. 

As mentioned in question 1.2. above, the Bankruptcy Law 
provides for two options of reorganisation: (i) a reorganisation 
proceeding; and (ii) a fast-track reorganisation proceeding.  In 
cases when a reorganisation is not possible, the liquidation of 
assets is performed.

(i) Reorganisation procedure
Article 104 et seq. of the Bankruptcy Law provides that, after the 
opening of the bankruptcy proceeding, depending on the finan-
cial situation of the debtor, the creditors’ committee may decide 
on	the	dissolution/liquidation	or	the	reorganisation	of	the	debtor.	

In such cases, a plan of reorganisation may be filed with the 
Bankruptcy Court by: 
a) the bankruptcy or supervisory administrator;
b) creditors with claims representing 20% or more of the 

total amount of claims; or
c) the debtor themselves who may file it, immediately or at 

any time, along with the request, upon the opening of the 
bankruptcy proceeding.

The plan should contain measures to restructure the business, 
a general overview of the activity of the debtor and the circum-
stances causing difficulties, a list of applicable measures for the 
implementation of the plan, data on the amounts and assets to 
be used, a description of the proceedings of selling assets and 
debt-for-equity swaps, etc. 

For the purposes of voting, creditors shall be divided into 
classes as provided in article 144 of the Bankruptcy Law (please 
see question 4.6).  In principle, if the majority of claims of the 

Regarding particular types of creditors, article 36 of the 
Bankruptcy Law provides that any individual who has the right 
of ownership, recognised by law, over an asset in the possession 
of the debtor, is entitled to request the exclusion of this asset 
from the bankruptcy estate.  In this case, no stay of enforcement 
provisions will apply. 

Related to the stays on enforcement, it is worth noting that 
article 69 of the Bankruptcy Law provides that, once the bank-
ruptcy procedure has started, no further claims may be filed 
against the debtor and all such claims should be raised in accord-
ance with the rights of the creditors as per the provisions of the 
Bankruptcy Law. 

In addition, following the commencement of the bankruptcy 
proceeding, no new obligatory enforcement procedures may be 
imposed to the debtor, while the initiated enforcement procedures 
should be suspended. 

As per article 70 of the Bankruptcy Law, the bailiff shall deliver 
to the bankruptcy administrator, within five days (upon public 
notification of the opening of the bankruptcy proceeding), any 
asset or income obtained from the selling of the debtor’s assets and 
not yet delivered to the creditor, prior to the opening of the bank-
ruptcy proceeding, in order to include it in the bankruptcy estate.

The suspension will be applied to the extent necessary to assure 
the assets for the continuation of the business activity of the debtor.

Lawsuits against the debtor may continue until a final decision 
is awarded.  However, any compulsory execution will be subject to 
the above-mentioned suspension. 

In cases when the court case particularly affects the bank-
ruptcy estate or the business activity of the debtor, the bankruptcy 
administrator may request the transfer of the court case to the 
Bankruptcy Court.

2.3 In what circumstances are transactions entered 
into by a company in financial difficulties at risk of 
challenge? What remedies are available?

Article 79 of the Bankruptcy Law defines the right of the 
bankruptcy	 administrator/supervisory	 administrator/creditor	 to	
oppose any transaction performed by the debtor within a period 
of two years, prior to the opening of the bankruptcy proceeding, 
if such transactions have caused damage to the debtor’s assets or 
have given an unjustified preference to certain creditors. 

As per the same article, a damage exists in cases where the 
debtor executes transactions for which the values (cash or equiv-
alent) received are substantially lower than the values given.  The 
above may include, without being limited to, donations, transac-
tions with related parties, transactions that give no profit to the 
debtor, and other cases that may be assessed as damaging by the 
Bankruptcy Court.

In view of the above, the Bankruptcy Court may decide to 
return any transferred property or amount to the bankruptcy 
estate.  If such property or amount has been transferred to a third 
party, which is a bona fide buyer, the Bankruptcy Court may order 
the third party to deliver it to the bankruptcy estate along with 
the applicable interests, and such third party will have the same 
right of claim as the other creditors in the bankruptcy proceeding.

3 Restructuring Options

3.1 Is it possible to implement an informal work-out in 
your jurisdiction?

Pursuant to the Bankruptcy Law, even in cases of agreement 
with the creditors, the procedure may not be performed out 

© Published and reproduced with kind permission by Global Legal Group Ltd, London
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(i) In the preliminary bankruptcy/reorganisation 
proceeding, (the period between the acceptance of the 
bankruptcy/reorganisation	filing	by	the	Bankruptcy	Court	
and the opening of the proceedings), the Bankruptcy 
Court may appoint a temporary bankruptcy administrator 
or temporary supervisory administrator. 

 The temporary bankruptcy administrator assumes the role 
of	the	managing	body/ies	of	the	debtor	and	manages	the	
daily activity of the debtor, guarantees the safety of the 
debtor’s assets, etc. 

 The supervisory administrator instead acts as supervisor 
of	the	actions	performed	by	the	managing	body/ies	of	the	
debtor.

(ii) After the initiation of the bankruptcy/reorganisa-
tion proceeding,	 the	 debtor	 has	 the	 right	 to	 manage/
dispose of its assets under the surveillance of the super-
visory administrator.  This scenario occurs when the 
bankruptcy proceeding is initiated at the debtor’s request.  
The management rights and duties will be vested to the 
bankruptcy administrator, in cases when the bankruptcy 
proceeding is initiated at the creditors’ request.

(iii) In the reorganisation proceeding, the debtor’s assets 
may be managed by the bankruptcy administrator or 
the debtor themselves under the surveillance of the 
supervisory administrator, based on the decision of the 
Bankruptcy Court.

(iv) In a fast-track reorganisation proceeding, the debtor 
has	 the	 right	 to	 manage/dispose	 of	 the	 assets	 of	 the	
company, unless such actions are considered extraordi-
nary, and as such will be subject to the approval of the 
supervisory administrator.

(v) In dissolution/liquidation, the debtor loses his right to 
manage/dispose	of	his	assets,	a	right	that	is	vested	to	the	
bankruptcy administrator. 

In light of the above, it is clear that the Bankruptcy Court is 
always involved in bankruptcy proceedings.

3.5 What impact does each restructuring procedure 
have on existing contracts? Are the parties obliged to 
perform outstanding obligations? What protections 
are there for those who are forced to perform their 
outstanding obligations? Will termination and set-off 
provisions be upheld?

In principle, the opening of bankruptcy proceedings does not 
affect contracts already in force, which shall continue to be valid 
and effective.  The bankruptcy administrator or the debtor, 
under the supervision of the supervisory administrator, may 
terminate the contract if this decision benefits the bankruptcy 
proceeding. 

In addition, the Bankruptcy Law provides special provisions 
for the following contracts:
a) Lease agreements which cannot be terminated upon the 

opening of bankruptcy proceedings, neither for failure to 
pay the lease price prior to the opening of the bankruptcy 
proceeding, nor for the deterioration of the financial situ-
ation of the debtor. 

b) Order contracts which affect the bankruptcy estate 
shall be terminated upon the opening of the bankruptcy 
proceeding.

c) Public contracts which, as a rule, are not terminated due 
to the initiation of bankruptcy proceedings; however, the 
public administration may terminate the contract when 
there exists an objective reason to believe that the fulfil-
ment of the contract will be at risk.

creditor (present or represented) vote for the approval of the 
plan, the latter is deemed accepted, thereby cramming down the 
dissenting voting creditors.  The reorganisation plan, approved as 
stated above, shall be binding to all creditors, even those who have 
dissented in the proceeding or did not participate in the meeting.

(ii) Fast-track reorganisation. 
On the other hand, the Bankruptcy Law (article 122 et seq.) provides 
that the debtor and the creditor may enter into an agreement 
drafted out of court, which must be approved by the Bankruptcy 
Court.

These provisions aim to provide the debtor with the possibility 
to overcome an inevitable situation of insolvency through an agree-
ment with the creditors.  The agreements may be executed when 
the parties can objectively foresee that the debtor will not be able 
to discharge its obligations in due time for a period of six months.

Upon execution of the agreement, the debtor is eligible to file a 
request with the Bankruptcy Court for the approval of a fast-track 
reorganisation proceeding. 

The request for a fast-track reorganisation proceeding should 
include:
a) a report of the debtor containing the causes of insolvency, 

financial statements for the last three years, a list of movable 
and immovable properties, cash flow and sources of income, 
a list of debtors and creditors, and a list of all legal proceed-
ings in which the debtor is a party;

b) the proposal for reorganisation plan; and
c)	 a	notarial	declaration	evidencing	the	support	of	the	creditor/

creditors, representing 30% or more of the total amount of 
the claims registered in the debtor’s account.

The request shall be examined by the Bankruptcy Court, which 
may decide on its approval to open a fast-track reorganisation 
proceeding and its appointment of a supervisory administrator. 

The opening of the fast-track reorganisation proceeding shall 
not	affect	the	right	of	the	debtor	to	manage/dispose	of	the	assets	
of the company, unless such actions are considered extraordi-
nary, and as such are subject to the approval of the supervisory 
administrator.

As per the above provision, the main difference between the 
two reorganisation proceedings is that fast-track reorganisation 
proceedings are initiated from the debtor who has obtained the 
approval of the creditors on the matter.

As the Bankruptcy Law is relatively new, it is not yet possible to 
confirm whether fast-track reorganisation procedures are common 
in insolvency situations.

Liquidation
Apart from the reorganisation plan, the Bankruptcy Court may 
decide on the liquidation of the debtor’s assets and dissolution of 
the company.

Liquidation may be requested by the debtor itself, at any time or 
when the reorganisation plan fails to be enforced, or by the super-
visory or bankruptcy administrator, when commercial activity is 
interrupted. 

Following the successful discharge of all obligations of the 
debtor to the bankruptcy creditors, the Bankruptcy Court shall 
decide on the termination of the bankruptcy proceeding and 
resolve the deregistration of the company from the commercial 
register.

3.4 Who manages each process? Is there any court 
involvement?

Herein below is a short brief of the management of each process 
under the Bankruptcy Law:

© Published and reproduced with kind permission by Global Legal Group Ltd, London
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debtor upon approval of the supervisory administrator, may 
dispose of any collateral as long as the disposal value of such 
collateral is higher than the obligation. 

In cases when the value of the collateral is smaller or equal 
to the obligation toward the secured creditor, the bankruptcy 
administrator or the debtor upon approval of the supervi-
sory administrator may decide to separate such collateral for 
purposes of payment to the secured creditor.  However, even in 
this case, the procedure will be under the discretion of the bank-
ruptcy administrator. 

4.5 What impact does each winding up procedure have 
on existing contracts? Are the parties obliged to perform 
outstanding obligations? Will termination and set-off 
provisions be upheld?

Please see question 3.5 above.

4.6 What is the ranking of claims in each procedure, 
including the costs of the procedure?

The Bankruptcy Law expressly provides the ranking of claims to 
be followed in a bankruptcy proceeding, such as below:
■	 Secured	claims	up	to	the	value	of	the	property	serving	as	

collateral.
■	 Claims	from	preferred	creditors	(i.e.	employee	claims	for	

dismissal, work and health matters, alimony, tax obliga-
tions, etc.).

■	 Unsecured	creditors’	claims.
■	 Final	 creditors	 (i.e.	 penalties	 as	 per	 the	 Civil	 Code,	

Criminal Code, etc.).
■	 Shareholders’	claims.
■	 Despite	the	above	ranking,	the	Bankruptcy	Law	provides	

that the payment of said creditors, in the quality of the 
bankruptcy creditors, shall be made, taking into account 
the need to be prioritised from the payment of the cred-
itors of the bankruptcy proceedings (i.e. creditors for the 
expenses of the bankruptcy proceeding and administra-
tive expenses of the bankruptcy proceeding, such as court 
expenses, administrator’s remuneration, etc.).

4.7 Is it possible for the company to be revived in the 
future?

Upon the final distribution of assets, the Bankruptcy Court shall 
decide on the termination of the bankruptcy proceeding. 

In cases of legal entities, when all creditors are fully 
discharged, the full distribution of income after the liquidation 
of the assets shall bring the dissolution of the legal entity.  In this 
case, the decision of the Bankruptcy Court should be filed with 
the commercial register, so the debtor may be removed from 
such register and consequently cease to exist.

5 Tax

5.1 What are the tax risks which might apply to a 
restructuring or insolvency procedure?

The Bankruptcy Law does not provide for any tax implica-
tions arising specifically from bankruptcy proceedings.  As 
mentioned in question 4.6, tax authorities are ranked by the law 
as preferred creditors.  

3.6 How is each restructuring process funded? Is any 
protection given to rescue financing?

Pursuant to article 30 of the Bankruptcy Law, the bankruptcy or 
supervisory administrator, together with the debtor, may obtain 
a loan at any time following the opening of the bankruptcy 
proceeding upon prior approval of the creditors’ committee and 
the Bankruptcy Court.  Said loan should be obtained with the 
purpose of continuance of the activity of the debtor and in the 
best interest of the creditors.

Before the approval of the loan by the Bankruptcy Court, the 
latter should notify the secured creditors by defining a five-day 
term to file their claims, if the secured assets shall be adversely 
affected. 

For purposes of approving the loan, the Bankruptcy Court 
shall consider, inter alia, the duration of the bankruptcy 
proceeding, the debtor’s possibility to successfully restructure, 
and whether the loans will increase that opportunity, etc.

A special appeal may be filed by each creditor against the deci-
sion of the Bankruptcy Court if the cost of the loan exceeds any 
benefit arising from such loan.

4 Insolvency Procedures

4.1 What is/are the key insolvency procedure(s) 
available to wind up a company?

The key procedure available in cases of insolvency in the 
Albanian jurisdiction to wind up a company is “bankruptcy”, 
which is regulated by the Bankruptcy Law.

As mentioned above, the bankruptcy proceeding is initiated 
by virtue of a written request of the debtors themselves or the 
other creditors, which is afterwards approved by a decision of 
the Bankruptcy Court.

4.2 On what grounds can a company be placed into 
each winding up procedure?

Please see question 3.3 above.  

4.3 Who manages each winding up process? Is there 
any court involvement?

Please see question 3.4 above.

4.4 How are the creditors and/or shareholders able 
to influence each winding up process? Are there any 
restrictions on the action that they can take (including 
the enforcement of security)?

In a bankruptcy proceeding, shareholders shall make public any 
situation related to the bankruptcy proceeding, assist the bank-
ruptcy administrator while fulfilling their tasks, etc. 

Shareholders do not have the right to vote for a reorganisation 
plan, unless said plan provides for a change in the structure of 
the share capital or when they are creditors of the debtor.

Regarding the creditors, the latter has an important role, in 
particular via the creditors’ committee, which assists and super-
vises the activity of the bankruptcy administrator and the right 
to vote for a reorganisation plan, etc.

With regard to the enforcement of security, as per article 141 
of the Bankruptcy Law, the bankruptcy administrator or the 
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(i) a copy of a certificate proving the decision of a foreign 
court to open a foreign bankruptcy proceeding, or a copy 
of a certificate issued from the foreign court confirming 
the existence of such proceeding, and the appointment of 
the foreign representative;

(ii) in the absence of the documents indicated in point (i) here-
inabove, any other adequate proof, which shall be accepted 
by the Bankruptcy Court, proving the existence of the 
foreign proceeding and the appointment of the foreign 
representative; and

(iii) a declaration, to accompany the request, identifying all the 
foreign proceedings and any proceeding under Albanian 
legislation in relation to a particular obligation.  

Upon the successful filing of the above, the court may decide 
that the foreign bankruptcy proceeding shall be recognised 
under the Bankruptcy Law, either as a foreign main proceeding 
if Albania is the country where the debtor has its centre of main 
interest, or as a secondary proceeding in other cases. 

7.3 Do companies incorporated in your jurisdiction 
restructure or enter into insolvency proceedings in other 
jurisdictions? Is this common practice?

The Bankruptcy Law does not contain any provision which 
relates to the possibility of companies incorporated in Albania 
to initiate a bankruptcy proceeding in other jurisdictions. 

The only provision dealing with foreign jurisdictions is article 
174 of the Bankruptcy Law.  Said article stipulates that the 
bankruptcy administrator shall be authorised to act outside the 
Republic of Albania, on behalf of a proceeding initiated under 
Albanian bankruptcy legislation, as permitted by the applicable 
foreign legislation. 

8 Groups

8.1 How are groups of companies treated on the 
insolvency of one or more members? Is there scope for 
co-operation between officeholders?

The Bankruptcy Law does not set different rules or proce-
dures regarding groups of companies involved in an insolvency 
situation.

9 Reform

9.1 Are there any other governmental proposals for 
reform of the corporate rescue and insolvency regime in 
your jurisdiction?

For the time being, no new reforms of the Albanian corporate 
rescue and insolvency regime have been announced.

6 Employees

6.1 What is the effect of each restructuring or 
insolvency procedure on employees? What claims would 
employees have and where do they rank?

Employment contracts shall remain valid irrespective of the 
opening of a bankruptcy proceeding. 

After the opening of a bankruptcy procedure, the bank-
ruptcy or supervisory administrator may suggest the termina-
tion or amendment of employment contracts.  The termina-
tion or amendment of employment contracts is governed by the 
Albanian labour legislation.  Under the labour legislation, the 
insolvency constitutes an objective economic reason for termi-
nating or amending employment contracts.

The claims related to the termination or amendment of 
employment contracts are presented to the Bankruptcy Court.  
The claims of employees deriving from the employment 
contracts are ranked as privileged credits.

7 Cross-Border Issues

7.1 Can companies incorporated elsewhere use 
restructuring procedures or enter into insolvency 
proceedings in your jurisdiction?

Pursuant to article 11 of the Bankruptcy Law, bankruptcy proceed-
ings shall be reviewed and administered by the Bankruptcy Court, 
where the debtor has its centre of main interest.

In principle, the centre of main interest is the place where the 
debtor conducts the administration of its interests on a regular 
daily basis.  In practice, in case of a company or legal person, the 
place of the registered office shall be presumed to be the centre 
of main interest, unless proved otherwise.

In light of the above-mentioned provision, in principle, compa-
nies incorporated in other jurisdictions may file a bankruptcy 
filing in Albania only if the debtor has its centre of main interest 
in Albania.  It should be noted that the Bankruptcy Court where 
the request is filed will be competent to evaluate if such court has 
jurisdiction to examine a particular bankruptcy case.

In addition, the Bankruptcy Law provides that, following the 
recognition of a main foreign bankruptcy proceeding (please 
refer to question 7.2), a bankruptcy proceeding may be initiated 
under Albanian legislation only in cases where the debtor has 
assets located in Albania. 

7.2 Is there scope for a restructuring or insolvency 
process commenced elsewhere to be recognised in your 
jurisdiction?

As per article 184 of the Bankruptcy Law, in order to recognise a 
foreign bankruptcy proceeding in Albania, a foreign represent-
ative must file a request near the Bankruptcy Court, by submit-
ting the following documents:
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